
Aug.16, 1976 

 

Description: 

 

On Aug. 16, 1976, at 9:55 PM, on a night where one could see clearly and deeply 

into both arms of The Milky Way, after 5-10 minutes on my outdoor terrace looking 

at the stars, with Cassiopeia prominent in the sky, a very bright white light with a 

dark center appeared from the left, silently moving at about 5 times the speed of a 

jet/ 10-15 times the speed of an airplane. 

 

When it was more overhead in view and I could see the details, it was actually 2 

gray, elliptical objects, each surrounded on all sides by a layer of their own width of 

bright white thick energy, and with a bridge of the same white light connecting both 

objects.  

 

It seemed as if the gray parts were immobile yet floating, and creating or using the 

white field, which seemed to be in constant internal circulation. So the half-systems 

were touching each other all the time via the bridge, and flew completely parallel to 

each other as a unit. 

 

There was also a long, surrounding, finer and lighter white field or outer shell 

(formed like a pecan shell), which stretched equal to the inner system’s length, 

both in front of and behind it, but which in the middle was merely that system’s 
width. 

 

It looked like the outer shell effortlessly somehow opened up the atmosphere met 

in front of it, which then streamed around the onward-moving shell’s sides, 

gathering again into its normal consistency behind it (the thought came to me, at 

the "speed of fire").  

 

The combined pair then swerved a little during their forward path, but moved 

generally in a straight line. Their fast speed and constant direction gave me the 

impression that they were decisively going somewhere. 

 

They crossed the sky and faded into the distance, as the strong white light blinded 

me again to its details.   

 

Total time about 3½ seconds. 

 

Pre-conditions: 

 

I'd been star-gazing, expecting to see an UFO, but not looking for one, just keeping 



an empty mind. At first, I was surprised when it happened, although I lacked the 

usual feeling of shock in my spine, and became sure it was UFOs when I saw the 

speed, type of lighting, and close proximity/large size of the objects. 

 

Astronomical/technical hypotheses: 

 

a) That when two UFOs use touching fields, they share or tap energy, require less 

and can together move faster with an unaltered degree of manoeuverability.  

 

b) That their surrounding shell in common uses a technology where they ride the 

Earth's various surrounding currents of atmospheric energy, taking into the shell 

from the front what they need, and continuously releasing it again behind them. 

 

c) That the chosen timing of evening and night UFO flight may be when the Sun's 

direct pull is least, so that they can also better exploit the effects of the Moon and 

stars. 

 

(Their typical white energy color, which looks both soft and pleasantly vibrant, to 

me resembles a combination of the Sun's energy as we ourselves feel it in sunshine, 

and of electricity.) 

 

d) That seasonal changes where the stars from the galaxy appear clearer equals a 

clearer, stronger pull from those parts of the local Universe, which can be used in 

the UFO's mechanical "riding" of natural currents. 

 

 


